Telco cloud is about to
enter a new growth phase
While volume of deployments overall is currently in decline, new
growth from 5G standalone, RAN and SASE is getting underway
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STL Partners helps our clients innovate, grow, and stay ahead
of existing and new competition in a digital world
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The STL difference

Future-focused

Creative

Results-oriented

We are committed to seeking out and
identifying future strategic themes, trends,
opportunities and threats before they
happen, to give our clients an advantage.

We’re creative thinkers, looking beyond the
obvious to find new ways for our clients to
harness, implement and benefit from new
and disruptive technologies.

We save time and money for our clients
with our insight-led and agile approach to
implementing strategic initiatives, ensuring
effective, measurable & sustainable results.

Connected

Telecoms specialists

Accessible

With our strong community of subscribers,
clients and collaborators, we bridge
telecoms and adjacent industries to bring
about new partnerships and previously
unforeseen opportunities for collaboration.

We are committed to telecoms: our experts
are at the forefront of industry
developments, continuously working with
clients to anticipate new opportunities and
threats.

We’re straight-talking, flexible and resultsoriented, bringing the same integrity to
assignments with international operators
as to collaborations with start-ups or
smaller firms.
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STL Partners’ research helps telcos to…

Make new thinking and
business models work

Drive real change
in practice

Grow through
purposeful innovation

Re-orient with a new purpose:
succeed in the Coordination Age

Solve real customer problems with
5G, Edge, NFV, IoT, AI, etc..

Implement new ways of doing and
managing business

Design and operate B2B2X and
ecosystem business models

Address issues beyond technology:
leadership, partnerships, regulation…

Evaluate new opportunities
v
and plan/direct strategies

Engage internal and external
stakeholders

Learn from pragmatic and
insightful case studies

Leverage our unique perspective:
we’re catalysts, not just analysts
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Telco Cloud Deployment Tracker: sources and explanation of
terms
• STL’s ‘Telco Cloud Deployment Tracker’: a database of
information on 950 live, commercial and public-domain
deployments of ‘telco cloud’ in the networks of Tier-One telcos,
licensed MNOs, and other significant national and regional
operators
• ‘Telco cloud’ means: any virtualised infrastructure and / or the
virtualised network functions it supports – so, includes
virtualisation software platforms, associated data centre
hardware, orchestration, SDN, SD-WAN, and virtualised mobile
core and RAN
• By ‘deployment’, we mean the total set of virtualised
infrastructure and network function components deployed at an
operator to achieve a defined objective or support particular
services (its ‘primary purpose’), e.g. the full stack supporting a
virtualised mobile core
• So the total number of individual, virtualised network elements
contained in the database is greater than the number of
deployments: nearly 1,900
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Virtualisation is not new – and appears to be in decline
• 2022 totals relate to
deployments we expect
to be completed in that
year; data is complete up
to Aug/Sep 2021
• Virtualisation is not
‘new’: STL’s Tracker goes
back to 2011 – though
NFV and SDN really got
underway from 2014
• In fact, the number of
deployments peaked in
2019, driven by mobile
core and SD-WAN

Total new telco cloud deployments by primary purpose
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• Core has remained the leading category in 2020-22, linked to 5G launches, including non-standalone (NSA) and increasingly standalone
(SA) cores – these supersede earlier core deployments of vEPC and vIMS
• The overall decline reflects the fact that big foundational, internal projects around SDN, NFV MANO, and cloud and NFV infrastructure
have been completed
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But cloud-native functions (CNFs) such as 5G core and RAN
are starting to drive a new growth phase
•

•

•

•

•

We’re now entering a second phase of
virtualisation, based on cloud-native
software: containers, micro-services,
open, and multi-vendor
More appropriate to talk about ‘cloud’
rather than ‘virtualisation’ (i.e. ‘Phase 1’
virtualisation: porting of existing,
appliance-based functions into Virtual
Machines (VMs))
5G network launches drove a massive
surge in NSA 5G core deployments in
2019 and 2020: still largely VM-based
But now, deployments of properly cloudnative, standalone 5G cores are
gathering pace (more detail below)
RAN deployments – including cloudnative, open RAN – are also increasing
and are expected to be widely adopted
from the mid-2020s onwards: powering
a new phase of telco cloud growth
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Total new telco cloud deployments by leading VNF/CNF
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Since 2012, the US and China are the countries with the
largest number of total deployments
150

0

Total number of operator telco
cloud deployments by country
2012 – 2022

Number of deployments

Telco Cloud Deployment
Tracker provides
dynamic, interactive tool
to map deployments by
geography, operator and
vendor
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Most active operators in VNF/CNF deployments by primary
purpose in 2021 – 2022
Leading operators in telco cloud deployments across
top 10 primary purposes, 2021 – 2022

Cloud and NFV infrastructure
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• 5G core – both non-standalone and
standalone – has driven deployments for
the leading players

4
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• vRAN and open RAN – included within
‘Edge and access’ – is also increasingly
significant
• 2021 also saw the emergence of telco
SASE (Secure Access Service Edge) –
subsumed here under ‘SD-WAN’
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The Radio Access Network (RAN) has begun moving to the
cloud
Cloud RAN, vRAN and open RAN deployments
by year
10

10

• RAN category here includes:
– cloud RAN and vRAN: virtualised, and in some
instances centralised, baseband (BBU) function.
Generally single-vendor but often ‘O-RAN-compliant’
– open RAN: virtualised, disaggregated and
potentially multi-vendor, with open interfaces
between the different components, e.g. BBU,
including Centralised Unit and Distributed Unit (CU /
DU), remote radio unit (RRU), and emerging RAN
Intelligent Controller (RIC)

8
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3

• Eventual proportion of cloud RAN/vRAN versus
open RAN not yet clear – but overall, deployments
are expected to surge from mid-2020s onwards

2018
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• The next big domain targeted for virtualisation is
the RAN – drivers include expected capex and
opex savings, and greater flexibility and scalability
to support new 5G-based use cases
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APAC leads – but most deployments are cloud RAN or vRAN
Cloud RAN, vRAN and open RAN deployments by
region
15

• APAC deployments are mostly cloud RAN or
vRAN – where the whole RAN stack is supplied
by a single vendor
• The main exception is of course the cloudnative, fully open RAN-based network of
Rakuten Mobile in Japan, launched in 2020
• Vodafone Idea (VI) and Bharti Airtel have also
deployed open RAN in limited areas in India
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• Noteworthy 2021 open RAN announcements
and deployments include:

7
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APAC
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– Malaysia-based Axiata’s plan to roll out across
multiple APAC markets;
– DISH’s ground-breaking deployment of open
RAN in the AWS cloud (first commercial service
expected before end of 2021);
– T-Mobile (Germany) live trial in
Neubrandenburg; and
– Millicom (Tigo) in Colombia

• In the US, Verizon has also opted for Ericsson
and Samsung vRAN for its nationwide 5G RAN
11

5G standalone (SA) will hit an inflection point in 2022
Standalone 5G vs non-standalone 5G core deployments
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• 5G SA core is beginning to
take off, with 19
deployments so far
expected to be completed
in 2022
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• As NSA cores are replaced
by SA, this will result in
another massive wave of
core deployments –
probably from 2023/4
onwards

Non-standalone (NSA) 5G mobile core
Standalone (SA) 5G mobile core
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5G drives growth across all markets
Total new telco cloud deployments by region, 2018 – 2022

• 5G is the main driver of
deployments across all
regions since 2019: Europe’s
and APAC’s totals reflect the
large number of mobile
operators in those markets
• Conversely, there are fewer
national and major regional
MNOs in North America
• 5G has also driven an upsurge
in Latin America and Africa
• In Africa in particular, there
had been little virtualisation
activity before 2019
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APAC: Standalone core gets going
APAC – New telco cloud deployments across top 10 VNF/CNFs
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• Volume of NSA 5G core
deployments has dropped off
since its peak in 2020

• However, some significant SA core deployments – 11 in total – will go live in 2022 (not shown in the this
graphic)
• NFV Infrastructure (NFVi) deployments are mostly part of single-vendor, mobile core stacks
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Europe: NSA core deployments largely completed – SA core
and RAN yet to kick in
Europe –New telco cloud deployments across top 10 VNF/CNFs
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• Similar to APAC, NSA deployments recede in 2021/2 as 5G launches have been completed
• However, five SA core deployments are anticipated for 2022, across 11 country markets

• And leading European telcos Deutsche Telekom, Orange, Telefonica and Vodafone are committed to large-scale open RAN roll-out
from 2022 onwards
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North America: major SA core and RAN deployments
underway
North America – New telco cloud deployments across top 10 VNF/CNFs
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• As with APAC and Europe, volume of NSA
core deployments falls in 2021/2

• However, some major SA core and vRAN / open RAN deployments are expected to go live by the end of 2021 or during 2022:
– AT&T, DISH and Verizon: SA core (T-Mobile’s SA core was launched in August 2020)
– DISH (open RAN) and Verizon (Ericsson and Samsung vRAN)
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Conclusion: 2022 is the year of virtualisation Phase 2
Not strictly accurate to describe 2022 as ‘the year of virtualisation’: telco network
virtualisation has been going for ten years or so

But 2022 will see ramping up of the second phase of virtualisation: ‘telco cloud’
and cloud-native

The major driver of this is 5G: standalone core and vRAN / open RAN in particular
Exciting times – but also a major challenge to telco business models, as the
cloudification and disaggregation of telco networks creates opportunities for
new actors, e.g. hyperscalers, private networking specialists, Neutral Hosts, etc.
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Thank you!
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